My name is Maddi Rice, and I am a first-year student studying Economics with a minor in Public Policy with hopes of pursuing a career in law. I love the outdoors and a good coffee shop, and I cannot wait to explore Burlington!

I am running for a position in the SGA Senate to empower the student body by listening to their voices and actively delivering effective change. I will strive to push UVM to reach its utmost potential and the pinnacle of quality with all its endeavors - academic, athletic, artistic, cultural, and much more. I am not afraid to speak up, and I will use my leadership skills and positivity to achieve beneficial results for everyone.

**ABOUT ME**

- Interned at the Connecticut Council of Governments working with economic advisors analyzing data to determine areas in need of economic development.
- Led a project with the Sustainable Connecticut organization to research the construction of solar panels over a parking lot at my high school.
- Volunteer work in my hometown including the organization of a Red Cross Blood Drive.

**GOALS**

- Promote transparency of UVM’s allocation of funding.
- Increase environmental friendliness in dining halls by investing in more reusable utensils and dinnerware.
- Connect UVM students to the local government to ensure their ideas are heard.
- Create a visual map of the CATS shuttle route so students can easily plan ahead.
- Boost funding for the formation of new clubs in order to reflect the variety of interests in the student body.

**EXPERIENCE**

Contact me:
Email: morice@uvm.edu
Insta: @maddii.rice